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Abstract
Foreign direct investment (FDI) has grown far more rapidly than trade during the last two
decades. As with the other prominent features of globalisation, FDI is controversial. The
impact of FDI on labour markets has been of growing concern, particularly, for source
countries. The deterioration of labour market conditions for unskilled workers in many
OECD countries during the 1980’s and 1990’s was a primary catalyst for the concern. As for
its impact on labour markets, FDI may have effects that, at least in the short- and mediumrun, may well dwarf the effects of trade and immigration. In this paper, we present a simple
partial equilibrium model that focusses on the location decisions of multinational firms. We
use the model to analyse the effects of higher labour standards, a ‘race-to-the-bottom’ and
capital market integration.
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I.

Introduction
The impact of globalisation on labour markets has been of growing concern,

particularly, for source countries. The deterioration of labour market conditions for unskilled
workers in many OECD countries during the 1980’s and early 1990’s was a primary catalyst
for the concern. 1 Increased integration with the developing world, in the form of increased
trade and increased labour migration, was identified as being among the prime suspects
responsible for the deterioration. However, Gaston and Nelson (2001) argue that the effects
of trade liberalisation on labour markets is felt primarily in the short run and in the sectors of
developed economies with labour market imperfections. More strikingly, Gaston and Nelson
(2000) conclude that the most reasonable conclusion to draw is that the impact of
immigration on developed country labour markets has been negligible. As with the other
prominent features of globalisation, FDI is controversial. Foreign direct investment (FDI)
grew far more rapidly than trade during the last two decades of the last century (e.g., see
Lawrence, 1996). As for its impact on labour markets, FDI may have effects that, at least in
the short- and medium-run, may well dwarf the effects of trade and immigration (see also,
Bhagwati, 1995).
Unfortunately, the empirical effects of FDI on labour markets are difficult to measure.
The analysis of FDI has all the same problems that plague attempts to relate trade flows to
labour market effects. For example, whether FDI is initiated by high production costs at
home and attracted by abundant unskilled labour and relatively low labour costs abroad or
whether it actually contributes to income inequality at home and abroad is difficult to resolve
empirically. The study of FDI also involves additional difficulties. For instance, FDI
generally involves changes in competitive conditions in commodity markets as well as
endowment effects. In addition, there may also be fundamental changes to labour market
institutions and the way in which wages and employment are determined. Conventional
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models of FDI treat multinational corporations as firms with some, often unspecified, kind of
competitive advantage that permit them to enter and prosper in foreign markets. A point that
we emphasise below is that the growing global nature of firms, manifested itself in part by
the changing competitive nature of product and factor markets, is also likely to have
significant labour market effects.
The usual motivation for research on FDI or multinational firms and labour market
effects is relatively obvious. The most prominent concern for source countries relates to
whether multinational corporations outsource certain parts of their productive activity to
lower labour cost locations. ‘Delocalisation’ is often allied to a concern that increasing
import penetration and immigration, particularly from low-wage countries, has adverse
labour market consequences for domestic unskilled workers. Such views seem to dominate
the more traditional concerns about the ‘hollowing out’ of manufacturing industries (although
the latter concerns are still prominent in some countries, e.g., Japan). 2
For host countries, even apart from issues to do with national sovereignty or cultural
identity, the concerns are often no less controversial. For example, one concern relates to the
‘race-to-the-bottom’ for countries competing for direct investment. Another issue directly
related to the topic at hand, is whether multinationals, due to their relatively greater demand
for skilled workers, could exacerbate earned income inequality. There are more subtle
concerns, as well. For example, in some countries, the union movement has drawn attention
to the ‘footloose’ nature of mobile capital and the possibility that foreign investors may be
less willing to invest in worker training and human capital than are domestic capitalists who
‘live in the community’.
As for a direct labour market linkage with FDI, note that if a feature of multinational
behaviour is the exploitation of wage differentials across countries then this behaviour could
have effects which may be observationally equivalent to shifts caused by skill-biased
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technological change (see Slaughter, 1995; Lawrence, 1996; Markusen and Venables, 1998).
Rapid technological advancement has for many commentators been the leading candidate as
the explanation for the increased earnings inequality experienced by many advanced and
developing countries during the 1980’s and early 1990’s (see Baldwin, 1995; or alternatively,
Gaston and Nelson, 2001 for a less sanguine view). An intra-industry shift in labour demand
towards relatively more skilled and/or more highly-educated workers would increase the
skilled wage premium across all industries. Associated with this feature is the concern, for
both source and host economies, that FDI may aggravate earned income inequality. The lay
view is that outward FDI or capital outflows may exert downward pressure on the wages of
domestic production workers. Implicit in this view is the characterisation of multinational
corporations as being predominantly vertical in nature. That is, Krugman’s inexorable
‘slicing up of the value added chain’ involves relocating unskilled labour-intensive parts of
the production process to unskilled labour abundant countries. As we discuss below, FDI
may, in fact, constitute a plausible explanation for the relative increases in skilled labour
demand, in both host and source countries, and therefore would have effects indistinguishable
from those of skill-biased technical change on relative wages. 3
The centrepiece of this paper appears in the next section. It is a simple diagrammatic
exposition that highlights the some of the main determinants of the location decisions of
multinational corporations. In section III, we review the pertinent existing empirical work on
FDI and labour market outcomes. Section IV concludes.
II.

A partial equilibrium model of multinational location decisions
2.1 Setting the stage. There are essentially two broad types of models that investigate

the relationship between FDI and labour markets – general equilibrium or trade models and
partial equilibrium or labour and firm-theoretic models. In addition, trade models are of two
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basic types – the conventional or HOS model and the ‘new’ trade or industrial organisation
models. Both broad approaches have their advantages, depending on the precise questions
posed. For example, the general equilibrium framework is particularly useful when dealing
with questions about the inter-relationship between trade and direct investment. That is,
issues dealing with production for export versus production for local sales. Understandably,
the trade approach is most helpful for guiding our thinking and understanding of the
macroeconomics and broad determinants of FDI.
The partial equilibrium or micro-analytic approach is particularly valuable for
understanding what it is that multinational firms ‘do’; how they are structured; how they
operate; their impact on competitive conditions in particular industries or markets, and so on.
Centre stage is the multinational corporation itself. For present purposes, the partial approach
is well-suited for understanding how multinational corporations affect wage and employment
determination at the microeconomic level.
The ‘new’ trade models were developed by trade economists in order to enhance our
understanding of the decision to produce locally and trade as opposed to investing and
producing overseas. Within this framework, the implications for both domestic and foreign
labour market outcomes are complicated by the ever-present issue of what constitutes the
boundaries of the firm. With the exception of the work by Markusen and Venables (1998),
there are few papers using a general equilibrium approach that directly deal with the impact
of FDI on the wages and employment of various types of labour or the distribution of earned
incomes. In addition, there are few papers in this particular branch of the literature that
develop and estimate econometric models of labour market outcomes. This is not a criticism
per se, simply an observation. After all, as Ethier (1994, p.117) notes, the focus of the ‘new’
trade literature has been to understand why multinational firms should even exist at all in the
face of costs of operating across national borders as well as why global firms choose the
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‘supply mode’ that they do. In this sense, they have made considerable progress in achieving
their purpose.
A far simpler methodology to study the direct impact of foreign-owned firms on
labour markets proceeds by taking the existence of multinational corporations for granted.
This approach is well-suited to providing a theoretical framework for empirical work. For
example, when interested in wages or employment patterns it enables the researcher to focus
on questions such as "What does foreign ownership do?". In this section, we discuss a simple
framework that provides a model of firm location. The model, which shares many common
features with Sherwin Rosen’s (1974) hedonic pricing model, Charles Tiebout’s (1956)
model of federalism, and Robert Feenstra’s and Gordon Hanson’s (1996a,b) model of product
differentiation, is able to identify the likely determinants of location and delocation decisions.
Consequently, simple predictions about skilled and unskilled labour demand can be made. It
has ready application to the effects of economic integration, capital market imperfections and
international labour standards.
The following model focuses on location decisions alone. 4 In particular, the focus is
upon where firms locate themselves depending on the policy stance taken by different
national policy-makers. Thus, among the main issues highlighted is the way in which policy
settings interact with the ‘footloose’ nature of capital in a global economy and how this
affects the demand for less-skilled labour in both the source and host countries.
2.2 Policy-maker and/or community preferences. For simplicity, rather than a
continuum of locations, we consider just two locations, which we label North and South. The
application of the following to more than two locations is transparent. The economic and
social structure, as well as the level of endowments, is assumed to differ substantially
between the two regions. The regions could be two distinct countries or even two states
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within the same country, although we do assume that, for the time period under
consideration, that only skilled labour and capital are mobile across localities.
First, consider panel (i) of Figure 1. On the horizontal axis we represent by X a
variable such as unskilled labour or ‘sweatshop’ labour. The analysis is easily generalised to
examine child labour, lack of worker rights, pollution and so on. For purely expository
purposes, we refer to X as sweatshop labour. The use of greater amounts of X is assumed to
be profitable for all firms, but is considered undesirable by the policy-maker or by local
community standards in both regions.
On the vertical or Y axis is the sum of the price of capital (human + physical), ri, i = S,
u

N, and the price of sweatshop labour, wi + t i , i = S, N, say. That is, the price of X is the sum
of the wage, which we normalise to zero, plus t i > 0 , which is the policy-maker’s
instrument. The latter could be a tax on the employer engaging in the socially undesirable
activity or, when X is unskilled labour, it could be a minimum wage, for example. In the first
instance, we shall assume that rN < rS , which means that the cost per unit of capital is lower
in the North. The difference can be taken to reflect a capital market imperfection or a
country- or region-specific risk factor. The importance of this assumption is to ensure that
production in both countries will be profitable for different values of t for some firms. 5
Consider point a in panel (i). We assume that due to endowments, level of economic
development, political or social preferences or demands for tax revenue that the North is
relatively less tolerant of sweatshop labour than the South. Hence, for any given increase in
X, the North would need to be ‘compensated’ with more tax revenue than the South. Thus, at
point a, the iso-utility frontier for the South has a flatter slope than that for the North. The
point, of course, is simply that the marginal social cost of increased use of X is lower in the
South. More preferred iso-utility contours lie to the ‘north-west’, for both regions’ policy-
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makers. (Note that the welfare comparisons for each region are defined for a given ri.) The
lower scalloped boundary therefore represents the X-Y combinations available to all firms.
We now turn to consider how firms locate themselves along this policy ‘frontier’.
2.3 Firm preferences and/or iso-profit contours. While there is a continuum of firms,
in the diagrams we depict just two representative firms, which are labelled A and B. Consider
point b in panel (i). We assume that all firms would find it profitable to employ greater
amounts of X, for their given levels of physical and human capital. Also, stricter standards,
more regulations or higher taxes, t, are assumed to unambiguously lower profits. However,
firms differ in the technologies or production techniques that they possess. Specifically, we
assume that firm A would require less ‘tax relief’ to lower its use of X than would firm B.
Accordingly, firm A’s iso-profit contours are steeper than are firm B’s. More preferred isoprofit contours lie to the ‘south-east’ for both firms.
2.4 Sorting behaviour and firm location in equilibrium. In panel (i), we depict a
situation in which firm A initially locates in the North and firm B initially locates in the
South. Firm A optimally uses less sweatshop labour than firm B does. (Implicit in the
diagram is that t N > t S , even though rN + t N < rS + t S .) Hence, the firm possessing a
technology less reliant on X will locate in the higher labour standards country. Crosssectionally, i.e., at a point in time, firms that use more skilled labour or firms finding it easier
to comply with strict labour standards locate in the North. Firms with technologies that rely
on cheap, unskilled labour locate in the South. 6
2.5 Comparative statics 1: Higher labour standards in the North and ‘runaway
plants’. See panel (ii). Consider a legally binding and higher standard imposed on the
Northern firms. An higher minimum wage is a good example. An important assumption is
that the ‘tax’ is simply not shifted backwards onto workers in the form of lower wages, we
therefore assume that the higher standard unambiguously increases operating costs for firms
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located in the North. 7 Notice that for a small increase in t N, that firm A’s profits fall.
However, for a sufficiently large policy shock, firm A may actually find it worthwhile to
move from the North to the South. The important points to note here are:
a. What causes delocation is a substantial policy shock. Note also that location
decisions are related to both source and destination country labour market policies.
Hence, a problem that needs to be addressed by econometric studies that look for
outsourcing, ‘pollution haven’ or ‘race-to-the-bottom’ effects is that they have to
identify a natural experiment involving a sufficiently large policy shock. In the
absence of these large policy shocks, outsourcing is unlikely to occur, per se, and is
difficult to identify. At a point in time, the location of firms is not only determined by
policy-maker preferences, but just as critically by differences in firm technology; 8
b. The ‘movers’ could be plants, of course, and hence this example provides one
explanation for multinational activities. The movers use more unskilled labour than
they did when located in the North, although they use less than their domestic
counterparts. Ipso facto, movers will probably not relocate to the most X-intensive
industries or the industries with the very lowest labour standards. 9 Delocation or
outsourcing by Northern firms increases the relative demand for skilled labour in the
South. The firms that outsource are those that are most vulnerable to increased
stringency of the already higher Northern standards and are those that are relatively
more heavily reliant on X. Overall, the relative demand for skilled labour increases in
the North as well as the South. Consequently, the Northern firms that relocate to the
South are likely to have higher average compensation and wages than the firms that
were initially located in the South;
c. Note that movers’ profits fall, but so too do the profits of Northern non-movers. In
the long-run, non-movers will substitute away from using the relatively more
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expensive X. However, presumably community welfare is increased by the higher
standard.
2.6 Comparative statics 2: ‘Race to the Bottom’. See panel (iii). Competition for FDI
is keen and has provoked fears among some commentators that there will be lowering social
standards. The manifestation of such competition could be strategic reductions of tax rates, a
topic well studied in the fiscal competition and regional science literature, or lower ‘social’
wages and labour standards. To illustrate, consider a reduction in t N, i.e., a lower marginal
cost of using X in the North. Graphically, North’s policy frontier flattens and becomes more
like the South’s, i.e., the marginal cost of greater X usage falls. In the extreme, this may
induce relocation of firm B to the North. Hence,
d. Naturally, many of the effects are simply opposite to those discussed in connection
with the previous comparative static exercise. For instance, note that firm B, the
‘mover’, is still reliant on relatively less skilled labour than incumbent Northern firms.
The mover uses less unskilled labour than it did when located in South, but uses more
than its domestic counterparts. Ipso facto, movers will probably not locate to the
Northern industries with the very highest labour standards;
e. The profits of all firms rise, the movers as well as the incumbent Northern firms.
Firm A, due to the flattening of the policy frontier, will start using relatively less
skilled workers. In both the North and South, there will be a structural shift towards
greater demand for less-skilled workers. A consequence, is that a ‘race to the bottom’
should contribute to reduced wage dispersion.
2.7 Comparative statics 3: Harmonisation of labour standards. See panel (iv). Now
consider a threshold level of X usage that is imposed internationally (e.g., ILO Core Labour
Standard on child labour). In the extreme, this may induce relocation of firm B to the North,
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with the analysis akin to that for the previous example (i.e., panel (iii) above). Suppose
instead that firm B finds it profitable to stay in the South. The pertinent points are:
f. Firm B’s unambiguously profits fall, although the welfare of the policy-maker or
community in the South is unchanged. The former finding seems to lend credence to
the claims that labour standards are a ‘backdoor’ form of protection that deny
developing nations of what it is that they do most efficiently (such arguments are
prominently made by Malaysia’s Mahatir Mohammed, for instance). Also note that if
the South ‘compensates’ firm B to restore its original profit level, or to keep it from
relocating, Mohammed’s claims are correct;
g. Notwithstanding, firm B now uses relatively more skilled labour. Obviously, the
labour standard lowers the relative demand for unskilled labour in the South and
increases the dispersion of the income distribution there.
2.8 Comparative statics 4: Increasing capital market perfection. See panel (v). Now
consider a fall in rS (i.e., converging towards rN). Strictly speaking, within the present
framework, this is not a shift in policy. There is a parallel downward shift of South’s policy
frontier (assuming that the policy-maker doesn’t increase t S ). There are two possibilities.
h. Whether firm A relocates or not, firm B’s profits rise. In the short run, firm B may or
may not use more unskilled labour; after all, there has not been a reduction in the
marginal cost of using X. In the long-run, firm B is likely to substitute more capital
for X;
i.

If firm A does relocate, its profits rise (as depicted). Firm A will use more unskilled
labour in both the short- and long-run. The marginal cost of using X is lower in the
South, and unless convergence is complete, rS still exceeds rN.
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2.1 Overview. We summarise by outlining some of the empirical lessons to be
learned from the model. The most obvious point is that if firms locate from the North to the
South, there is likely to be an increase in the demand for skilled labour in both countries.
Consequently, the income distribution becomes less equal in both countries. Next, a ‘race to
the bottom’ is likely to be associated with exactly the opposite empirical effects. Third,
within the confines of the model, labour standards are a form of protection that is likely to
lower the welfare of Southern firms, and paradoxically, lead to a more unequal distribution of
income. Lastly, growing economic integration or globalisation may be thought to be a
combination of the last two comparative static experiments that were considered above.
Under a standard, there is an unambiguous reduction in the use of X in the South. With
capital market integration, or falling rS , we get the ‘Feenstra-Hanson’ effect, i.e., with the
relative use of X declining in both regions. Overall, while the possibility exists that firms
moving from the North start using relatively more unskilled labour, the combination of
effects is more likely to bias the demand for labour away from unskilled labour. Integration,
as the public fears, may therefore exacerbate income inequality between skilled and unskilled
labour. This is the issue then.
III.

The effects of FDI and multinational corporations -- the empirical realities
3.1 The broad determinants of FDI: The decision to invest overseas reflects a number

of diverse factors. Graham and Krugman (1993) note that the most fundamental determinants
of FDI relate to complex issues to do with the optimal boundaries of the firm. The scale and
location of production, the best means of serving foreign markets – whether by domestic or
foreign production, the means by which investment is financed and the perceived need to
develop facilities that promote and support overseas sales are all related issues.
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The most obvious point to note is that more than 80 percent of FDI is directed to
industrialised countries (see Graham and Krugman, 1991; Markusen, 1995). Furthermore,
the top ten exporters of direct investment capital accounted for more than 90 percent of the
world total in the period 1989 to 1993; while the top ten recipients accounted for more than
75 percent of reported inflows. But six of the top ten exporters were also among the top ten
recipients. In addition, the exporter group has been extremely stable over time (see World
Bank, 1997; Lipsey, 1999a). Per se, these facts suggest that the substitution of low-wage
labour in developing countries for domestic unskilled labour is unlikely to be an empirically
important factor behind FDI growth. 10 Foreign ownership has characteristically been heavily
concentrated in manufacturing (Lipsey, 1994b). However, since the early 1990’s it has been
increasingly directed towards tertiary industries, such as finance and real estate. The latter
trend, if anything, tends to reinforce the developed country-developed country feature of
patterns of FDI.
A key element behind the decision to invest overseas is the relationship between trade
flows and foreign production. Trade theory inspired models of the multinational firm view
exports and FDI as substitutes. However, the relationship between FDI and exports has been
increasingly moot. For example, Graham and Krugman (1993) argue that, for some
industries, foreign investment is likely to be complementary with trade. Baldwin (1990)
suggests that ‘downstream services’ are typically associated with the level of export sales
from the source country to the host country. Some of these facilities can be set up by locals,
although source country involvement may be beneficial. In particular, new products require
specific skills and knowledge so that effective maintenance and support can be provided.
The parent company may also find quality supervision more effective if it directly controls
the network. The resolution of whether exports and FDI are substitutes or complements still
needs to be resolved empirically. 11
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In terms of direct impacts on developed country labour markets, Lawrence (1996)
argues that the evidence for a large globalisation effect, via either increased trade or capital
flows, is fairly weak. In particular, from a trade-theoretic viewpoint it should be expected
that if outsourcing unskilled jobs to developing countries is empirically important, that the
skilled wage premium should rise in the developed countries and fall in the developing
countries. Associated with this should be falls in the proportion of skilled workers employed
in developed countries. This has simply not happened. Lawrence (1996), like a number of
other trade economists, has opted for the skill-biased technological change explanation for
the increased wage inequality experienced in a number of countries – both developed and
developing – since the early 1980’s. In his opinion, the evidence for unfavourable direct
labour impacts is fairly scant. When viewed through the trade economists’ lens, this
conclusion seems inescapable. However, recall that a rising skilled wage premium in the
developed countries and developing countries is consistent with the predictions of the ‘new’
trade and partial equilibrium models outlined in section II.
3.2 Location decisions. With the caveat that much of the evidence is for the United
States, on the basis of the current literature, we draw the following conclusions about industry
location.
3.2.1 FDI is horizontal. FDI is concentrated in industries in which U.S. direct
investment abroad is highest. That is, FDI is industry-specific. This argues against the
vertical slicing up view of FDI and multinationals (Katz and Murphy, 1992; Krugman, 1995).
FDI is generally horizontal in nature, designed with explicit competition-affecting or strategic
considerations in mind (Lipsey, 1994a,b; Markusen, 1995; Brainard, 1997; Markusen and
Maskus, 2001). There is also some stability in this feature of FDI. For instance, Lipsey
(2000) shows that inward and outward investment flows go together, across countries and
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through time. For the United States, the outward and inward movements of FDI practically
offset each other – even at the industry level.
3.2.2 Relative labour costs matter, but not directly. FDI is largely directed towards
high-wage and high skill-intensity industries. An interesting caveat, is that foreign-owned
establishments tend to locate in lower-wage U.S. states (Lipsey, 1994b). This is possibly due
to Right to Work laws and the low rates of unionisation in those states. Wheeler and Mody
(1992) present evidence supporting the importance of differential labour costs in
multinational locational preferences. Further, Cooke (1997) shows that the FDI decisions of
U.S. firms are negatively related to the presence of high levels of union penetration,
centralised collective bargaining structures, unfavourable industrial relations environments
and governmental restrictions on layoffs. Of course, these empirical findings support the
view that global firms are attracted by favourable expected unit labour cost differences.
3.2.3 The transfer of ownership may be more important than location, per se.
Feliciano and Lipsey (1999) show that between 1987 and 1993, that 95 percent of
employment in new FDI was in acquired enterprises. Lipsey (2000) argues that if location
were of primary importance, FDI should flow from industries in which a country has a
comparative disadvantage. If technological advantages of firms in source country were of
primary importance, then FDI should take place in the industries of that country’s
comparative advantages. The latter reflects change of ownership rather than location of
industry. FDI is not about relocating production from places of comparative disadvantage.
Transfer is most likely from less efficient owners to more efficient owners. The industrial
organisation literature on corporate takeovers and mergers is what is relevant. The majority
of FDI by foreign firms in the United States has been via mergers and acquisitions and not
‘greenfield’ investments that necessarily involve new capital expenditures. The effects on
firm performance of different of corporate ownership and governance structures are seriously
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studied in the financial economics discipline, but the importance of different types of
ownership is still very much uncharted territory for both ‘new’ trade and labour economists.
3.3 Outsourcing. Where the early literature on the income distribution effects of FDI
took an aggregate approach, contemporary empirical research, like the theoretical research
we have just discussed, has begun to incorporate firm-theoretic considerations in research
design. 12 One straightforward approach to this question is to examine the simple relationship
between employment in the parent and foreign production. This is precisely what Brainard
and Riker (1997) do. Their key finding for U.S. multinationals is that, while there is evidence
of substitution between labour at home and labour abroad, the substitution is far greater
between affiliates in countries at similar levels of development. 13
Blomström et al. (1997) use firm-level data from U.S. and Swedish multinationals,
finding a negative relationship for U.S. multinationals in a number of specifications, but a
robust positive relationship for Swedish firms. 14 The authors conclude that, where U.S.
multinationals have outsourced a considerable amount of their labour-intensive
manufacturing to developing countries, Swedish multinationals do most of their
manufacturing in other industrial countries where increased production leads to increased
blue collar employment in the national market. In addition, Blomström and Kokko (2000)
identify large changes in Swedish employment, with an astonishing 80 percent of jobs
disappearing each year from Swedish multinationals, but an almost equivalent number being
created via acquisitions of new plants. Interestingly, the jobs lost in Swedish plants paid
higher wages than the jobs that were created, with the implication that it may be higher-skill
jobs that are being outsourced.
However, the support for the view that U.S. multinationals outsource employment to
non-OECD countries is relatively weak (see Baldwin, 1995). In fact, domestic industry
employment and overseas affiliate employment may be complements (Slaughter, 1995;
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Lawrence, 1994; Riker and Brainard, 1997), i.e., when employment shifting takes place, it
does so between offshore affiliates in LDC’s. Hence, the effect is not substitution between
workers at foreign affiliates and domestic workers, but substitution between other low-wage
locations (Brainard and Riker, 1997). Employment at affiliates is also very wage sensitive
(see also Kravis et al. 1982; Brainard and Riker, 1997; Riker and Brainard, 1997). However,
Riker and Brainard (1997) show that the cross wage elasticity of labour demand is negative!
That is, U.S.-owned multinationals do not export jobs. In addition, U.S. total manufacturing
employment shrank 10 percent between 1979 and 1989, and total overseas affiliate
employment shrank 14 percent (see Lawrence, 1994; Slaughter, 1995). Once again, this
implies that domestic and foreign affiliate employment are not negatively correlated. 15
In a similar fashion, drawing implications from their model of product differentiation,
Feenstra and Hanson (1996a,b; 1997) argue that FDI has increased the relative demand (and
therefore, wages) for skilled workers in both the North and the South. The North produces
ever increasingly high quality goods, reducing the demand for unskilled workers. However,
as the relatively unskilled activities (from the North’s perspective) head South, the demand
for skilled labour in the South increases (since the activities are relatively skilled from the
South’s perspective). Hence, it is possible for FDI to have effects on labour markets similar
to the effects implied by skill-biased technological change. Feenstra et al. (2000), use
production under the Offshore Assembly Provision of the U.S. tariff as a direct measure of
outsourcing, finding that outsourced production is intensive in unskilled labour, relative to
production in the United States. Furthermore, they find that outsourcing responds positively
to relative cost of production in the United States. These results seem broadly consistent with
the notion that outsourcing reduces relative demand for unskilled labour. 16
Overall, caution is best exercised in jumping to the conclusion that the exploitation of
labour cost differentials is an unimportant consideration for overseas direct investment.
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Cross-country studies of the determinants FDI find mixed evidence that labour costs matter.
In particular, confirmatory or negative findings are sensitive to regression specification. For
example, Farrell et al. (2001) show that, in a parsimonious regression specification, Japanese
FDI responds significantly to labour cost differentials. However, when country fixed effects
are allowed for, the effect becomes insignificant. One interpretation of the findings is that
FDI is attracted to relatively lower labour costs; but that such cost advantages are highly
correlated with country effects, such as low rates of unionisation of a potential host country’s
labour force or ‘favourable’ industrial relations laws (as suggested by Cooke, 1997, for
instance).
3.4 Empirical wage effects. First, on the wages front, average compensation per
worker is generally higher in foreign-owned than in domestically-owned establishments
(Lipsey, 1994b). Figlio and Blonigen (1999) show that FDI location decisions are affected
by incentives awarded by local governments and that the expenditure incurred in attracting
foreign investment seems to be much higher than that for attracting domestic investment.
However, they show that the addition of an average-sized new foreign (domestic)
manufacturing firm is associated with a 2.3 percent (0.3 percent) increase in real wages for all
workers.
It is reasonably clear that the wage premium paid by multinationals is largely due to
their larger size. Lipsey et al. (1982) argue that the high wages in U.S. multinationals are
associated with high capital-labour ratios. Empirically, the wage differential attributable to
working for a multinational firm is strongly associated with the firm’s size. In fact,
controlling for firm size, there is no effect of foreign ownership on wages (Lipsey, 1994b).
However, the effect of foreign ownership does not disappear for non-manufacturing
industries (Feliciano and Lipsey, 1999). Figlio and Blonigen (1999) note significant
economic differences between foreign-owned and domestically-owned establishments.
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Similarly, Globerman et al. (1994) show that foreign affiliates are larger, more capital
intensive and pay higher wages. Overall, multinationals have different types of labour
demand than do their domestic counterparts. For instance, Feenstra and Hanson note that the
foreign affiliates of global firms are more likely to rely on imported intermediate inputs than
are domestically-owned firms.
Why larger firms pay higher wages is one of the most long-standing, yet largely
unresolved, issues in labour economics. Specifically, how can larger firms stay competitive
if their labour costs are higher? The size wage premium is empirically and economically
large, e.g., it is comparable in magnitude to the unconditional gender wage gap. Needless to
say, there have been a proliferation of theories and explanations (see Oi and Idson, 1999 for a
recent survey). Prominent among these, for present purposes, is that large firms have more
productive employees and that the higher wages reflect rent-sharing with large organisations
that tend to be more profitable. In the former case, this reflects the fact that larger firms have
more capital, tend to adopt new technologies faster and therefore demand more skilled
workers. In the latter case, larger firms are likely to have greater market power and profits,
which when faced with organised workers plunge us into the economics of bilateral
monopoly and bargaining models. The only safe conclusion seems to be that jobs at small
firms are different from the jobs at large firms. The organisation of work and the observed,
as well as unobserved, characteristics of workers are what determine the size wage premium.
Some authors have argued that the fact that the impact of multinational firms on the
host country’s wage structure is negligible, once size is controlled for, implies that there is no
impact on wages attributable to multinational enterprises (e.g., Caves, 1996). We would
argue that this reasoning is faulty. The point is that the majority of multinationals are large
firms with economies of scale, operating in imperfectly competitive product markets.
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Controlling for size, therefore biasses the wage impact of multinationals towards zero. It is
the wrong conceptual experiment.
Aitken et al. (1996) show a ten percent margin in favour of foreign-owned plants for
both wages and labour productivity. Further, whether the presence of foreign firms raises
wages at domestic firms, i.e., wage spillovers, is mixed (Lipsey, 1994b; Aitken et al., 1996;
Feliciano and Lipsey, 1999). One explanation for the wage effect is that when domestic
firms are taken over by foreign firms, average compensation rises and total employment falls,
which suggests that low paid and low productivity employees are sloughed off. Driffield and
Taylor (2000) show that the beneficial impact of inward FDI in terms of higher real wages
may be offset by increases wage inequality. This occurs because multinationals rely more
heavily on skilled labour and induce copy-cat behaviour by domestic firms. Thus there are
two factors which serve to increase income inequality. First, increased demand for skilled
workers in an industry or region and secondly, technology spillovers from foreign to
domestic firms. 17 The latter feature aggravates wage inequality, because domestic firms start
skill-upgrading. This finding contrasts with Globerman et al. (1994) who conclude that there
is a zero correlation between foreign affiliate activity and skill upgrading.
Thus, while the higher wages paid by multinationals is largely attributable to
productivity differences, they also have quite different factor demands than do domestic firms
in the same industry. Of course, this point should be evident from the model of location
sketched above in section II.
IV.

Some concluding thoughts
Overall, in assessing the recent research, the most sensible conclusion that can be

drawn is that the evidence for an adverse impact of FDI on labour markets is mixed! One the
one hand, the ‘direct’ impact of FDI on domestic wage and employment outcomes for most
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countries appears to be quite small. The evidence supporting outsourcing to low-wage
locations is also far from conclusive. However, multinational activity does seem to be
associated with a greater use of more skilled workers in larger, capital intensive plants. In
this sense, unlike the immigration of labour and trade liberalisation, FDI could have played
some role in the widening wage gap that became evident and so topical in the last few
decades. This conclusion is defensible for developing countries in particular, where the size
of the foreign inflows of investment, relative to the size of domestic investment, is likely to
be economically significant in manufacturing sectors of a developing country’s economy.
For developed countries, it seems clear that the less-skilled and non-unionised
workers are at greater risk in the new global environment. In turn, this may stimulate policymakers to respond by regulating and reforming rules for investment in their countries 18 . An
alternative policy response may take the form of increasing generosity of welfare schemes
that equalise the post-tax and transfer distribution of income. For example, it has been
observed that despite increases in the dispersion of earned incomes that, in some countries at
least, inequality in post-transfer and post-tax income inequality has not grown (e.g.,
Gottschalk and Smeeding, 1997; Aaberge et al., 2000). This suggests that political pressures
have been brought to bear on the generosity of public transfers at a time when earned
incomes have become more unequally distributed. 19
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Endnotes

1

Gaston and Nelson (2001) argue that an obvious reason for the intensity of interest in issues dealing
with the distribution of earnings is that higher average earnings did not offset the apparent increases
in earnings inequality. The bottom deciles of the income distribution were not ‘dragged up’, in fact
there were absolute declines in earnings at the bottom of the earnings distribution (most notably for
the United States and United Kingdom). Also, countries with higher cross-sectional earnings
inequality did not generally have greater relative earnings mobility. The latter point suggests a nontrivial degree of permanence to the changing structure of the distribution of earnings. Apparently, it
is not a simple matter of young, inexperienced, and poorly-paid workers accumulating more human
capital as they age moving steadily up the rungs of the earnings pecking order. The factors
operating at the extremes of the earnings distribution also appeared to be very different.

2

In fact, Bhagwati (1999) notes the ironic ‘about face’ in policy-making circles concerning the impact
of globalisation on labour markets in the last 20 or so years of the twentieth century. Post-WW2
concerns about neo-colonialism and the dependency of developing countries on developed
countries, raised questions for the poorer countries about the desirability of increased integration
and trade. This view has been supplanted, almost completely, by developing country enthusiasm
for trade and inwards foreign investment. The reservations are now expressed by many wealthy
countries, which worry about the perils for their domestic workers if integration via trade, migration
or investment in developing countries continues apace.

3

Some of the ‘new’ trade models also attempt to explicitly capture this feature (e.g., Feenstra and
Hanson, 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Flam and Helpman, 1987).

4

Dunning’s (1981) ‘eclectic theory’ involves three major determinants of FDI decisions -- location,
ownership and internalisation.

5

The analysis is a short-run one, so that we take as given the amount of capital used in production by
firms. Since the price per unit of capital is lower in the North, firms choosing to operate there will
be more physical and human capital-intensive.

6

There are some other important assumptions underlying the following analysis that warrant further
discussion. First, the welfare for each region is defined in terms of the levels of X and t, given r.
Also, the ‘welfare’ contours represent policy-maker or community preferences that exclude the
welfare of the firms. Moreover, we ignore the complex issue of ownership in the model. In
addition, we abstract from general equilibrium effects, e.g., imposing higher labour standards is
assumed to unambiguously harm the firms subject to the higher standards, but what is not modelled
is the benefit the firms not covered by the standards gain from reduced rivalry in the product
market.
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7

That is, higher labour standards may have little impact on the cost of production for firms, and
therefore not lead to delocalisation (see Ehrenberg, 1994). However, there is a cost in the form of
lower take-home pay for the workers benefitting from the more stringent regulations.

8

However, within a given region or country, technological spillovers may make firms more alike over
time (e.g., see Driffield and Taylor, 2000). If all firms share the same technology, their iso-profit
curves become more similar and naturally they will locate in just one country (except in the ‘knife
edge’ case). As we discuss below, domestic firms and multinational firms have quite different
labour demands, even when operating in the same region or industry.

9

The fact that after relocation that movers are relatively more reliant on skilled labour than their new
domestic counterparts is a prominent feature in the papers by Feenstra and Hanson (1996a, 1996b)
as well.

10

Until recently, it is difficult to see how any other conclusion could have been reached.
Multinationals employ about 70 million workers world-wide, about three-quarters of who are
employed in their home countries. In addition, the remainder were predominantly employed in
industrialised countries. FDI is a "First World business directed largely at First World locations",
in 1990, the United States, Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, Italy,
Switzerland and Japan were the source of more than 90 percent of the world’s outwards stock of
FDI and the host to more than two-thirds of the inwards stock. The quotation and figures are from
Renshaw (1993). See also Lawrence (1996), Chapter 5. The recent surge of FDI into China may
warrant some moderation of this view.

11

However, using product-level data for the automotive industry, Blonigen (2001) finds evidence of
both substitutability and complementarity. Specifically, location of Japanese auto parts production
in the United States substitutes for Japanese production of auto parts at home. Further, increased
Japanese automobile production in the United States increases Japanese exports of auto parts to the
United States.

12

Important early work on the United States, taking a theoretically well-grounded approach, includes
Horst (1978) and Frank and Freeman (1978a, 1978b). Throughout the 1980s, as part of a general
concern with globalisation and deindustrialisation a number of high visibility studies analysed the
linkage between FDI and labour market outcomes in industrial countries, see, for example, Fröbel
et al. (1980); Tolchin and Tolchin (1988); and Glickman and Woodward (1989).

13

Braconier and Ekholm (2000) carry out a similar analysis using data on Swedish multinationals, but
find a more complementary relationship between FDI and home employment. Driffield (1999) and
Paul and Siegel (2000) study the effect of FDI on U.K. employment. Bruno and Falzoni (2000)
extend the production function methodology to consider short-run fixed factors and, with respect to
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U.S. firms with affiliates in Canada and Latin America, finding that: in the short-run home and
foreign employment are substitutes; but that, in the long-run, they are complements. The authors
argue that their results support the existence of a vertical division of labour reflecting factorendowment differences.
14

Similar work, focusing on U.S. multinationals can be found in Feliciano and Lipsey (1999), Kravis
and Lipsey (1988) and Lipsey (1994a, 1994b, 1999b).

15

There is indirect evidence that marginal differences in operating costs are unlikely to drive
‘delocalisation’ decisions. For example, Wheeler and Mody (1992) indicate that tax avoidance is
rarely a motive. Also, there appears to be little evidence to support the "pollution haven"
hypothesis, i.e., firms locating their "dirty" operations in developing countries with low labour costs
and slack environmental standards (see, e.g., Eskeland and Harrison, 1997).

16

Other research on the link between FDI, outsourcing, and wages includes: Anderton and Brenton
(1999) for the United Kingdom; Hatzius (2000) and Slaughter (2000) for the United States;
Blomström and Kokko (2000) for Sweden; and Head and Ries (2000) for Japan. Another area of
concern has been the effect of inward investment on relative wages. For work on this topic see:
Blonigen and Slaughter (1999) for the United States; and Conyon et al. (1999), Girma et al. (1999)
and Driffield and Taylor (2000) for the United Kingdom.

17

As usual, some authors find exactly the opposite. Blonigen and Slaughter (1999) show that
Japanese ‘greenfield’ investment lowered relative demand for skilled labour. The latter type of
investment is less likely to replicate the same type of relative factor usage.

18

Blomström et al. (2000) conclude their study of the impact of inward FDI for Japan by noting the
existence of various pressures for fundamental structural changes. Among these are the pressure
for the Japanese labour markets to become increasingly flexible. As for regulatory reform, they
argue that there will be convergence to the industry policies of other advanced nations.

19

From a political economic perspective, the growing inequality of income could be associated with
strong compositional effects on the demand for public insurance. For example, the growing size
and economic significance of sectors of the economy that pay higher wages for certain types of
workers, could result in political pressures that lead to higher levels of transfer payments to
disadvantaged work Some authors have argued that more generous unemployment benefits and
changes to cash transfer and income tax systems have arisen to ensure worker acquiescence to
potentially disruptive microeconomic reforms, such as trade and investment liberalisation (e.g., see
Rodrik, 1998).
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